Neuron-based computer?

Multidisciplinary Perspectives on “Mind”
USP Module UWC2101R
Investigates the Mind from the points of view of Biology, Philosophy, and Psychology.
Each year, 180 incoming NUS students are admitted to the University Scholars Programme (USP), an interdisciplinary academic programme that offers the freedom to explore across disciplines, a wide range of extracurricular and overseas opportunities, and a community of exceptionally motivated and talented students.

My Major + USP
USP students earn 30% of their academic credits in USP, and 70% in their home faculty.

USP Curriculum
USP offers a wide range of interdisciplinary modules, on topics as diverse as The Mind, Human Relations, Evolution, Simplicity, and Sonic Arts. USP students take a writing module in year one, which provides a foundation in writing and thinking critically. Beyond year one, additional for-credit options include individual research with a faculty mentor, and overseas academic exchanges and entrepreneurial internships.

Overseas Experiences
USP encourages, and provides financial support for numerous overseas initiatives. These include exchange programmes at universities such as Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Stanford, Peking University and Australian National University; expeditions to destinations such as Himalaya, Cambodia, and South Africa; and overseas field trips.

USP Residential College
USP will offer an integrated learning and living experience when it moves to its residential college at NUS University Town in July 2011.

Applying to USP
Students are admitted to USP based on their academic potential, together with their passion, motivation and curiosity. Application is by transcript, essay, and interview with USP professors.

For more information, please call 65164425 or visit usp.sg
Created or evolved?

Evolution
USP Module ULS2202
Investigates competing theories and asks why some are accepted over others.
Each year, 180 incoming NUS students are admitted to the University Scholars Programme (USP), an interdisciplinary academic programme that offers the freedom to explore across disciplines, a wide range of extracurricular and overseas opportunities, and a community of exceptionally motivated and talented students.

My Major + USP
USP students earn 30% of their academic credits in USP, and 70% in their home faculty.

USP Curriculum
USP offers a wide range of interdisciplinary modules, on topics as diverse as The Mind, Human Relations, Evolution, Simplicity, and Sonic Arts. USP students take a writing module in year one, which provides a foundation in writing and thinking critically. Beyond year one, additional for-credit options include individual research with a faculty mentor, and overseas academic exchanges and entrepreneurial internships.

Overseas Experiences
USP encourages, and provides financial support for numerous overseas initiatives. These include exchange programmes at universities such as Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Stanford, Peking University and Australian National University; expeditions to destinations such as Himalaya, Cambodia, and South Africa; and overseas field trips.

USP Residential College
USP will offer an integrated learning and living experience when it moves to its residential college at NUS University Town in July 2011.

Applying to USP
Students are admitted to USP based on their academic potential, together with their passion, motivation and curiosity. Application is by transcript, essay, and interview with USP professors.

For more information, please call 65164425 or visit usp.sg
Uniform = power?

Clothing Identities
USP Module UWC2101N
Investigates how Clothing relates to Identity from the points of view of Literature, History, and Sociology.
Each year, 180 incoming NUS students are admitted to the University Scholars Programme (USP), an interdisciplinary academic programme that offers the freedom to explore across disciplines, a wide range of extracurricular and overseas opportunities, and a community of exceptionally motivated and talented students.

My Major + USP
USP students earn 30% of their academic credits in USP, and 70% in their home faculty.

USP Curriculum
USP offers a wide range of interdisciplinary modules, on topics as diverse as The Mind, Human Relations, Evolution, Simplicity, and Sonic Arts. USP students take a writing module in year one, which provides a foundation in writing and thinking critically. Beyond year one, additional for-credit options include individual research with a faculty mentor, and overseas academic exchanges and entrepreneurial internships.

Overseas Experiences
USP encourages, and provides financial support for numerous overseas initiatives. These include exchange programmes at universities such as Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Stanford, Peking University and Australian National University; expeditions to destinations such as Himalaya, Cambodia, and South Africa; and overseas field trips.

USP Residential College
USP will offer an integrated learning and living experience when it moves to its residential college at NUS University Town in July 2011.

Applying to USP
Students are admitted to USP based on their academic potential, together with their passion, motivation and curiosity. Application is by transcript, essay, and interview with USP professors.

For more information, please call 65164425 or visit usp.sg